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Empirically derived continuum models of collective behavior among large populations of dynamic
agents are a subject of intense study in several fields, including biology, engineering, and finance.
We formulate and study a mean-field game model whose behavior mimics an empirically derived
nonlocal homogeneous flocking model for agents with gradient self-propulsion dynamics. The
mean-field game framework provides a non-cooperative optimal control description of the behavior
of a population of agents in a distributed setting. In this description, each agent’s state is driven by
optimally controlled dynamics that result in a Nash equilibrium between itself and the population.
The optimal control is computed by minimizing a cost that depends only on its own state and a
mean-field term. The agent distribution in phase space evolves under the optimal feedback control
policy. We exploit the low-rank perturbative nature of the nonlocal term in the forward-backward
system of equations governing the state and control distributions and provide a closed-loop linear
stability analysis demonstrating that our model exhibits bifurcations similar to those found in the
empirical model. The present work is a step towards developing a set of tools for systematic analy-
sis, and eventually design, of collective behavior of non-cooperative dynamic agents via an inverse
modeling approach. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5036663

While the analysis of emergent behavior in a large popula-
tion of dynamic agents is a classical topic, the design of
desired macroscopic behavior in such systems is a grand
engineering challenge. Such systems are often studied
using continuum models, involving empirically derived sys-
tems of nonlinear partial differential equations that govern
the distribution of agents in the phase space. The various
terms in these equations represent intrinsic dynamics of
the agents, mutual attraction and/or repulsion, and noise.
An important class of such models concerns flocking, both
in nature, and engineering applications such as bio-
inspired control of multi-agent robotics, traffic modeling,
and power-grid synchronization. We take a mean-field
game (MFG) approach to derive a control system that
mimics the behavior of one such class of models in the set-
ting of non-cooperative agents. A mean-field game is a cou-
pled system of partial differential equations that govern
the state and optimal control distributions of a representa-
tive agent in a Nash equilibrium with the population.
Using a linear stability analysis, we recover phase transi-
tions that have been observed in the corresponding empiri-
cal model, as well as find some new ones, as the control
penalty is changed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Continuum models of large populations of interacting
dynamic agents are popular in mathematical biology1 and
also have been employed in numerous applications such as
multi-agent robotics,2 finance,3 and traffic modeling.4 The
aim of such models is to accurately represent the macroscopic

dynamics of the population and its dependence on parame-
ters. Typically, such models are derived by starting with an
empirical dynamical system for a representative agent. This
system typically involves the intrinsic dynamics of the agent,
a coupling function5 describing its interaction with the popu-
lation, and noise. From this single agent dynamical system, a
continuum description is obtained by deriving a macroscopic
equation for the distribution of agents in the phase space. We
call this class of models as uncontrolled.

An alternative way of deriving continuum models of
collective behavior is via a corresponding variational princi-
ple. In this approach, the dynamical system for a representa-
tive agent includes its intrinsic dynamics, a control term, and
noise. The unknown control term is obtained as a solution to
an optimization problem. Within this variational (or optimi-
zation) framework for large populations, there are multiple
classes of modeling strategies.6 If one takes a centralized
global optimization viewpoint, the corresponding problem is
that of mean-field control, i.e., it is assumed that each agent
is being controlled by a central entity whose goal is to opti-
mize a macroscopic cost function7 that includes interaction
among the population. In a distributed setting, there is no
central entity, and the agents can either be cooperative or
non-cooperative. In the former case, each agent choses its
control to optimize a global sum of cost functions of the
population.

On the other hand, in the non-cooperative mean field set-
ting that we are interested in, each agent optimizes only its
individual cost function. This cost function involves coupling
with the population solely via a mean-field term. This is the
setting of mean-field games (MFG).8–10 In this setting, a
Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation (posed backward
in time) characterizes the optimal feedback control for aa)Electronic mail: grover@merl.com
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representative agent under the assumption that the (cost) cou-
pling function depends only on its own state, and possibly
time. A Fokker-Planck (FP) equation governs the evolution
of agent density in phase space. A consistency principle10

requires that the coupling function used in the agent HJB
equation is reproduced as its own average over the continuum
of agents. Under fairly general conditions, solutions to MFG
model can be shown to possess !-Nash property, i.e., unilat-
eral benefit of any deviation from the computed control
policy by a single agent vanishes rapidly as the population
becomes large.

The classical (uncontrolled) Cucker-Smale (CS) flocking
model11 describes a system of finite population of coupled
agents with trivial intrinsic dynamics, moving solely under the
influence of an alignment force and noise. This was followed
by several continuum descriptions12,13 and was recently gener-
alized to a continuum model with self-propulsion effects in the
homogeneous case14 (i.e., assuming spatial homogeneity). This
latter generalization results in existence of non-zero mean
velocity distribution resulting from symmetry breaking, a wide
range of “disordered” states consisting of multiple flocks and
other phase transitions.

A MFG model for a continuum of coupled Kuramoto
oscillators15 was described in a seminal work16 that influen-
ces the development in the current paper. Building upon this
work, a MFG model for the classical inhomogeneous CS
was then proposed;17 the stability analysis was partially
addressed. This was followed by a homogeneous flocking
MFG model for coupled agents with trivial intrinsic dynam-
ics, along with linear and nonlinear stability analysis.18 Also
of interest is an approach19 where agents apply a gradient
descent rather than solve an HJB equation, since the Nash
equilibria of the MFG are recovered under certain conditions
using this approach.

The contributions of this paper are as follows. We formu-
late a MFG model for homogeneous flocking of agents driven
by self-propulsion and noise. In contrast to the earlier work on
homogeneous MFG model with trivial intrinsic dynamics,18

this model exhibits phase transitions (bifurcations) that mimic
those present in the corresponding uncontrolled model.14 We
generalize the stability analysis developed in previous MFG
models10,16,18,20 to agents with gradient nonlinear dynamics
and employ a method used to study reaction-diffusion equa-
tions21 to derive a semi-analytical stability criterion. Besides
qualitatively explaining the phase transition phenomena, quan-
titative results useful in control design are obtained from the
numerical analysis. Decreasing the control penalty below a
threshold causes the zero mean velocity steady state of the
MFG model to lose stability via pitchfork bifurcation.22 This
results in a pair of stable steady states with non-zero mean
velocity. If the control is made even cheaper, a new stable
regime (nonexistent in the uncontrolled model) emerges for
zero mean velocity steady states in the small noise case via a
subcritical pitchfork bifurcation.

II. UNCONTROLLED FORMULATION

We briefly review here the uncontrolled formulation
from Ref. 14 which provides a homogeneous model for CS

flocking with self-propulsion. Consider a population of N
agents moving in phase space (ðq; pÞ 2 R2), where each
agent is acted upon by a gradient self-propulsion term, a CS
coupling force with localization kernel K in position space
that aligns the agents’ velocity with the neighbors, and noise.
The dynamics for ith agent are

dqi ¼ pidt;

dpi ¼ aðpiÞdtþ Fðqi; pi; q%i; p%iÞdtþ rdxi;

where aðpiÞ¼%@pUðpiÞ, UðpiÞ¼a p4
i

4 %
p2

i
2

! "
, Fðqi;pi;q%i;p%iÞ

¼ 1
N

PN

j¼1
Kðqi;qjÞðpj%piÞPN

j¼1
Kðqi;qjÞ

; r>0 is the noise intensity, a>0 defines

the strength of the self-propulsion term, Kðq;q0Þ¼Kðq0;qÞ
&0; and Kðq;qÞ¼1;q%i¼fq1;…;qi%1;qiþ1…g;p%i¼fp1;…;
pi%1;piþ1…g.

In the continuum limit (N !1), the agent density
f ðq; p; tÞ in phase space is governed by

@tf þ @qðpf Þ þ @pðaðpÞf þ F f½ (f Þ ¼
r2

2
@ppf ;

where F½f (ðq; p; tÞ ¼ ð!p % pÞ and

!pðq; tÞ ¼

ð ð
Kðq; q0Þ p f ðq0; p; tÞdq0dp

ð ð
Kðq; q0Þf ðq0; p; tÞdq0dp

:

We denote the action of the operator F on a function f by
F½f (ð:Þ. From here onwards, we consider the homogeneous
case by dropping dependence on q, and use x to denote the
velocity p. The uncontrolled dynamics for the velocity of
agent i are

dxi ¼ aðxiÞdtþ 1

N

XN

j¼1

ðxj % xiÞdtþ rdxi; (1)

with corresponding density evolution

@tf ¼ @xðaðx2 % 1Þxf þ ðx% !xÞf Þ þ r2

2
@xxf ; (2)

where !xðtÞ ¼
Ð

xf ðx;tÞdxÐ
f ðx;tÞdx

.

A. Fixed points and stability analysis

It is known14,23 that fixed points of Eq. (2) are given by

f1ðx; lÞ ¼ 1

Z
exp

%2

r2
a

x4

4
þ ð1% aÞ x

2

2
% lx

% &' (
; (3)

where l 2 R is the mean of the distribution, and Z is the
normalization factor. For all positive values of parameters
ðr; aÞ, the zero mean velocity solution f1ð); 0Þ always exists.
For a range of parameters, two additional stable non-zero
mean velocity solutions are created via a supercritical bifur-
cation, resulting in loss of stability of the zero mean solution.
In Ref. 14, these stability properties were inferred numeri-
cally by a Monte-Carlo approach.
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We take a different approach and consider the spectral
stability of steady state solutions of Eq. (2). In addition to
gaining additional insight into the properties of the uncon-
trolled system, this also sets the stage for stability analysis of
the MFG system in Sec. III. We consider perturbations of the
form f ðx; tÞ ¼ f1ðxÞð1þ !~f ðx; tÞÞ. Then, the linearization of
Eq. (2) is

@t
~f ðx; tÞ ¼ L ~f

) *
ðx; tÞ ¼ Lloc

~f
) *
ðx; tÞ þ Lnonloc

~f
) *
ðx; tÞ;

where ÛðxÞ ¼ UðxÞ þ x2=2% lx

Lloc
~f
) *
ðx; tÞ ¼ %@xÛðxÞ@x

~f ðx; tÞ þ ðr2=2Þ@xx
~f ðx; tÞ

is a local linear operator, and

Lnonloc
~f
) *
ðx; tÞ ¼ 2

r2
@xÛðxÞ

ð
y~f ðy; tÞf1ðyÞdy

is a nonlocal linear operator. An operator O is called nonlo-
cal if O½f (ðx1Þ depends on f ðx2Þ (or the derivatives
@xf ðx2Þ; @xxf ðx2Þ) for some x2 6¼ x1, and local otherwise. Let
qðxÞ * 2

r2 @xÛðxÞ. Then, @xf1ðxÞ ¼ %qðxÞf1ðxÞ. We define a
Hilbert space H ¼ L2ðR; f1dxÞ, i.e., the f1-weighted inner-
product space of square-integrable functions on the real line.
Then, we can write a general form of the full linearized oper-
ator as

L ~f
) *
ðx; tÞ ¼ Lloc

~f
) *
ðx; tÞ þ s1ðxÞhg1ð)Þ; ~f ð); tÞi; (4)

where s1ðxÞ ¼ qðxÞ; g1ðxÞ ¼ x for our case, and the inner
product is understood to be h); )iH. We note that Lloc is a

self-adjoint operator24 on H which has a non-positive dis-
crete real spectrum of the form 0 ¼ k1 > k2 > k3…. It has a
complete set of orthogonal eigenfunctions fniðxÞgi2N. The
first eigenfunction n1, spanning the kernel of Lloc, is a con-
stant function. Following the approach presented in Refs. 21
and 25 for nonlocal eigenvalue problems in reaction-
diffusion equations (also see Ref. 26), we consider the fol-
lowing eigenvalue problem:

kw ¼ Llocwþ s1ðxÞhg1;wi )
0 ¼ ðLloc % kIÞwþ s1ðxÞhg1;wi: (5)

Note that an eigenfunction w of L satisfying hw; g1i ¼ 0 is
also an eigenfunction of Lloc, i.e., w¼ vi for some i with
eigenvalue k ¼ ki. We search for eigenfunctions such that
hw; g1i is nonzero. The corresponding eigenvalues are called
“moving” eigenvalues in Ref. 25. Multiplying both sides of
Eq. (5) with the resolvent Rk ¼ ðLloc % kIÞ%1

0 ¼ wþ Rks1ðxÞhg1;wi:

Taking the inner product of the above equation with g1

0 ¼ hg1;wiþ hRks1ðxÞ; g1ihg1;wi: (6)

For an arbitrary function zðxÞ;Rkz ¼
P1

i¼1
hni;zi
ki%k ni.

Evaluating the inner product in Eq. (6)

hRks1ðxÞ; g1i ¼ hRkqðxÞ; xi ¼
X1

i¼2

hni; qðxÞi
ki % k

hni; xi: (7)

Using this result in Eq. (6)

FIG. 1. Uncontrolled system. (a) Stable (solid) and unstable (dashed) zero mean steady state solutions for a ¼ 0:5 (uni-modal, top) and a ¼ 1:5 (bi-modal, bot-
tom). (b) Eigenvalues of Lloc (o) and L (+) for a typical zero mean case. The first eigenvalue ð¼ 0Þ is omitted. Notice that alternating eigenvalues are same for
both operators. The arrows indicate the direction of motion of the other (“moving”) eigenvalues of L as r is reduced. The rightmost eigenvalue of L reaches 0
at r ¼ rcðaÞ with non-zero speed. (c) Non-zero mean solutions. (d) The l > 0 branch (solid) bifurcating from l¼ 0 solution (dashed) via a supercritical pitch-
fork bifurcation as r occurs is reduced below rcðaÞ.
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hw; xi 1þ
X1

i¼2

hni; qðxÞi
ki % k

hni; xi
 !

¼ 0:

Hence, either hw; xi ¼ 0 or 1þ
P1

i¼2
hni;qðxÞi

ki%k hni; xi ¼ 0. But
we are looking for moving eigenvalues, i.e., w s.t. hw; xi 6¼ 0;
hence, the eigenvalue equation reduces to

hðkÞ * 1þ
X1

i¼2

hni; qðxÞi
ki % k

hni; xi ¼ 0: (8)

A sufficient condition for Eq. (8) to have only real roots
is that the function hðkÞ is Herglotz, or equivalently, the
product hni; qðxÞihni; xi has the same sign for all i. Using
integration by parts on eigenvalue equation for Lloc, one can
show that hni; xi ¼ % r2

2ki
hni; qðxÞi. Thus, the Herglotz condi-

tion is satisfied since ki < 0 for all i> 1.

B. Numerical results

We use Chebfun27 to perform all computations. The non-
zero mean steady state solutions to Eq. (2) are computed
using a simple fixed point iteration for l. The solutions are
shown in Fig. 1. The supercritical pitchfork bifurcation that
occurs as r is reduced below critical value rcðaÞ is shown for
a range of a values. To evaluate hðkÞ in Eq. (8), we compute
the spectrum of Lloc for l¼ 0. The odd-numbered eigenfunc-
tions are even functions of x, and hence hn2kþ1; g1i ¼ 0.
Therefore, eigenvalues k2kþ1 of Lloc are also eigenvalues of
L, and the eigenvalues k2k are moving eigenvalues. We find
that at r ¼ rcðaÞ; hð0Þ ¼ 0. Hence, as r is decreased below
rcðaÞ, the least stable eigenvalue k2 of Lloc moves to the posi-
tive real axis due to the effect of the nonlocal term, resulting
in instability of the zero mean solution.

III. MFG FORMULATION

In this section, we describe a MFG formulation for homo-
geneous equation [Eq. (2)]. The velocity of ith agent evolves
via the following equation [compare with Eq. (1)]:

dxiðtÞ ¼ aðxiÞdtþ uiðtÞdtþ rdxiðtÞ; (9)

where ui is the optimal control. Let F½xi; x%i(ðtÞ * ðxi

% 1
N%1

P
j 6¼i xjÞ2, and b ¼ 1

rr2, where r> 0 is the control cost
or penalty. Here, x%i * fx1; x2;…; xi%1; xiþ1;…g. Then, the

ith agent is minimizing by the following long time average
cost:

J ¼ lim sup
T!1

1

T

ðT

0

bF xi; x%i½ (ðtÞ þ
1

2r2
uiðtÞ2

" #

dt;

which depends on states of all other agents.
To derive the MFG equations (see Fig. 2), we rewrite

the single-agent cost in terms of F̂ðxi; tÞ, the unknown cou-
pling function with dependence on xi only

J ¼ lim sup
T!1

1

T

ðT

0

bF̂ðxi; tÞ þ
1

2r2
uiðtÞ2

" #

dt:

The resulting single agent HJB equation28 is

@tviðx; tÞ ¼ c% bF̂ðx; tÞ % aðxÞ@xviðx; tÞ

þr2

2
ð@xviðx; tÞÞ2 %

r2

2
@xxviðx; tÞ; (10)

where viðx; tÞ is the single-agent relative value function,
c is the minimum average cost, and uiðx; tÞ ¼ %r2@xviðxi; tÞ
given in feedback form. Note that the HJB equation is well-
posed backward in time. The self-consistency principle
yields the expression for F̂ in terms of agent density f(x, t)
(in the limit N !1)

F̂ f½ (ðx; tÞ ¼
ð
ðx% yÞf ðy; tÞdy

% &2

: (11)

Hence, the following set of FP-HJB MFG equations
govern the density and value function evolution:

@tf ðx; tÞ þ @x aðxÞ % r2@xvðx; tÞ
+ ,

f ðx; tÞ
) *

¼ r2

2
@xxf ðx; tÞ;

(12)

@tvðx; tÞ ¼ c% bF̂ f½ (ðx; tÞ % aðxÞ@xvðx; tÞ

þr2

2
ð@xvðx; tÞÞ2 %

r2

2
@xxvðx; tÞ: (13)

The unique invariant density satisfying Eq. (12) is

f1ðxÞ ¼
1

Z
exp ð% 2

r2
ðUðxÞ þ r2v1ðxÞÞÞ: (14)

Inserting this expression into Eq. (13), and using the Cole-
Hopf transformation29 /ðxÞ ¼ exp ð%v1ðxÞÞ, results in the
following nonlinear nonlocal eigenvalue problem for /ðxÞ:

c/ðxÞ ¼ b x%
ð

y exp
%2

r2
UðyÞ

' (
/2ðyÞdy

- .2

/ðxÞ

% aðxÞ/ðxÞ % r2

2
@xx/ðxÞ; (15)

with the constraint
Ð

exp ð%2
r2 UðyÞÞ/2ðyÞdy ¼ 1 to ensure

normalization of f1. The ground state of this problem yields
the desired steady state solutions, with corresponding eigen-
value being the minimum cost c.

A. Stability analysis

In this section, we extend the resolvent based analysis
from Sec. II A to the MFG system and find conditions forFIG. 2. The MFG framework.
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closed-loop stability of an arbitrary steady state ðf1ðxÞ;
v1ðxÞÞ to an initial perturbation in density. We consider
mass preserving perturbations in density of the form f ðx; tÞ
¼ f1ðxÞð1þ !~f ðx; tÞÞ, i.e., the initial conditions satisfyÐ

f1ðxÞ~f ðx; 0Þdx ¼ 0. The perturbed value function is taken
to be of the form vðx; tÞ ¼ v1ðxÞ þ !~vðx; tÞ. A given steady
state is called linearly stable if any perturbation to the den-
sity decays to zero under the action of the control, where
both the density and control evolution are computed using
linearized MFG equations.

Linearization of MFG Eqs. (12) and (13) yields the non-
local system

@t
~f ðx; tÞ

@t~vðx; tÞ

" #

¼ LFB
loc

~f ðx; tÞ
~vðx; tÞ

" #

; (16)

where LFB ¼ LFB
loc þ LFB

nonloc

LFB
loc ¼

Lloc 2Lloc

0 %Lloc

" #

; LFB
nonloc ¼

0 0

2bs1hg1; :i 0

" #

;

s1ðxÞ ¼ x % l; g1ðxÞ ¼ x; Lloc ¼ %@xðÛÞ@x þ r2

2 @xx, with
eigenvalue/eigenfunction pairs denoted by fki; nig, and ÛðxÞ
¼ UðxÞ þ r2v1ðxÞ in analogy with the definition of Lloc in
Sec. II. In addition to the Hilbert space H ¼ L2ðR; f1dxÞ
and Rk as defined earlier, we also consider a subspace
!H ¼ ff 2 Hjhf ; 1i ¼ 0g.

1. Eigenspectrum of the linearized forward-backward
operator

We start off by noting that the characteristic equation of
LFB

loc is ðLloc % kIÞðLloc þ kIÞ ¼ 0. Hence, its eigenvalues are
[i2Nf6kig. Now consider the eigenvalue problem for LFB

with eigenvalue k and eigenfunction ½wf ðxÞ wvðxÞ(T

k
wf

wv

" #

¼
Llocwf þ 2Llocwv

2bs1hg1;wf i% Llocwv

" #

: (17)

Assuming k 62 [i2Nf6kig; Rk and R%k are well defined.
The second equation of Eq. (17) gives

wv ¼ 2bR%ks1hg1;wf i:

Substituting this expression in the first equation of Eq. (17)
and re-arranging

wf ¼ %4bRkLlocR%ks1hg1;wf i: (18)

Taking the inner product of the above equation with g1

hg1;wf ið1þ 4bhg1;RkLlocR%ks1iÞ ¼ 0:

The eigenvalue equation for the hg1;wf i 6¼ 0 case for
moving eigenvalues (as in Sec. II A) is

hðkÞ * 1þ 4bhg1;RkLlocR%ks1i ¼ 0: (19)

Using the definition of resolvent in Eq. (19)

hðkÞ ¼ 1þ 4b
X1

i¼2

ki
hg1; niihs1; nii

k2
i % k2

; (20)

and hence

hðkÞ ¼ 1þ 4b
X1

i¼2

ki
hx; nii2

k2
i % k2

: (21)

Since Eq. (21) is Herglotz in k2, this implies that the eigen-
values come in pairs, either real or purely imaginary. Let
x * hð0Þ ¼ 1þ 4b

P1
i¼2
hx;nii2

ki
.

Lemma III.1. Consider the eigenvalue equation hðkÞ ¼
0 for moving eigenvalues.

(i) If hx; nii 6¼ 0 for all i & 2, then there exists a pair of
real roots 6di for each i & 2, such that kiþ1 < di

< ki.
(ii) Recall that k1 ¼ 0. If hx; n2i 6¼ 0 and x > 0, there

exists a pair of real roots 6d1, such that k2 < d1 < 0.
(iii) If hx; n2i 6¼ 0 and x < 0, there exists a pair of purely

imaginary roots 6ic.

Proof.

(i) Consider the interval Ii ¼ ðkiþ1; kiÞ. As k! k%i ;
hðkÞ!1, and as k! kþiþ1; hðkÞ! %1. It is easy
to check that hðkÞ is monotonic in Ii. By intermediate
value theorem, a root di exists in Ii, and by the mono-
tonicity property, it is unique. The result for %di fol-
lows by symmetry.

(ii) Consider the interval I1 ¼ ðk2; 0Þ. Note that as k!kþ2 ;
hðkÞ!%1, and as k!0%;hðkÞ!x. Hence, if w > 0,
arguments similar to those in part (i) yield the existence
of a real root d1 between k2 and 0.

(iii) Consider the function hðicÞ for real c > 0. Clearly, h
is monotonic in this interval. Furthermore, as c!1;
hðicÞ!0, and as c!0þ;hðicÞ!x. By arguments
similar to those in part (i), x<0 implies that there is
a unique root ic of h.

!

2. Contraction analysis of the linearized
forward-backward operator

Since the MFG system has a forward-backward nature,
spectral information alone is insufficient to derive conclu-
sions about the stability of steady state solutions. A contrac-
tion analysis is therefore adopted by following Refs. 10 and
16. Consider the linear dynamical system given by Eq. (16),
with initial perturbation in density f ðx; 0Þ ¼ f1ð1þ !~f ðx; 0ÞÞ.
Assuming that ~vðx; TÞ! 0 as T !1, the conditions for
existence of a unique solution satisfying this assumption are
derived. These conditions also provide a stability criterion.
Integrating the ~v equation in Eq. (16) from t to T

~vðx; TÞ ¼ e%LlocðT%tÞ~vðx; tÞ

þ 2b
ðT

t
e%LlocðT%sÞs1ðxÞhg1; ~f ð:; sÞids:

Taking the limit T !1

~vðx; tÞ ¼ %2be%Lloct

ð1

t
eLlocss1ðxÞhg1ð:Þ; ~f ð:; sÞids: (22)
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Substituting above equation in the ~f equation

@t
~f ðx; tÞ ¼ Lloc

~f ðx; tÞ

% 4bLloce%Lloct

ð1

t
eLlocss1ðxÞhg1ð:Þ; ~f ð:; sÞids:

(23)

Integrating from 0 to t yields the fixed point equation

~f ðx; tÞ ¼ eLloct ~f ðx; 0Þ þM~f ðx; tÞ; (24)

where the operator M acting on ~f ðx; tÞ is defined as

M~f ðx; tÞ ¼ %4beLloct

ðr¼t

r¼0

e%LlocrLloce%Llocr

+
ðs¼1

s¼r
eLlocss1ðxÞhg1ð:Þ; ~f ð:; sÞidsdr: (25)

Applying the Laplace transform in time to Eq. (25)

M̂ðkÞ ¼ %4bRkLlocR%ks1hg1; :i: (26)

The operator norm jjMjj is given by

jjMjj ¼ sup
k2I

sup
jj~f jj¼1

jjM̂ðkÞ~f jj; (27)

¼ 4b sup
k2I

sup
jj~f jj¼1

////

////
X1

i¼2

kihs1; niihg1; ~f i
k2

i % k2
ni

////

////;

¼ 4b sup
k2I

sup
jj~f jj¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
X1

i¼2

kihs1; niihg1; ~f i
k2

i % k2

" #2
vuut ;

¼ 4bjjg1jj

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
X1

i¼2

hs1; nii2

k2
i

vuut ¼ 4bjjxjj

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
X1

i¼2

hx; nii2

k2
i

vuut :

(28)

Lemma III.2 proved next implies that jjMjj < 1 is a sufficient
condition for a steady state ðf1ðxÞ; v1ðxÞÞ of the nonlinear
MFG system Eqs. (12) and (13) to be linearly stable to den-
sity perturbations.

Lemma III.2. Consider the initial value problem for the
linearized system in Eq. (16), with mass-preserving initial
condition ~f ðx; 0Þ, i.e.,

Ð
f1ðxÞ~f ðx; 0Þdx ¼ 0. If the operator

M is a contraction (i.e., jjMjj < 1), then the perturbation in
density, ~f ð:; tÞ, decays to 0 as t!1. Moreover, ~vð:; tÞ also
decays to 0 as t!1.

Proof. If M is a contraction, then we can (formally)
invert Eq. (24) and write the unique solution

~f ðx; tÞ ¼ ðI%MÞ%1eLloct ~f ðx; 0Þ
¼ ðIþM þM2 þ ) ) )ÞeLloct ~f ðx; 0Þ: (29)

We note that mass conservation property is equivalent to
h~f ðx; 0Þ; 1i ¼ 0, i.e., ~f ðx; 0Þ 2 !H. Recall that Lloc restricted
to !H is a self-adjoint operator with negative eigenvalues
ki; i ¼ 2; 3;…. Then, limt!1 jjeLloctjj !H ¼ limt!1 ek2t ¼ 0.
This proves the decay of ~f ð:; tÞ. The corresponding result for
~vð:; tÞ is obtained by inserting the expression for ~f ð:; tÞ into
Eq. (22). !

Now consider a case where eigenvalue equation in Eq.
(18) has a pair of purely imaginary roots 6icð 6¼ 0Þ. Then,
there is a eigenfunction zf s.t.

zf ¼ %4bRicLlocR%ics1hg1; zf i
¼ M̂ðicÞzf ;

by noting Eq. (26). But this implies that norm of M̂ is at
least 1, hence it is not a contraction. This implies that a nec-
essary condition for M to be a contraction is the absence of
non-zero spectra of LFB on the imaginary axis.

B. Numerical results

Recall that in the MFG problem described by Eqs. (12)
and (13), the representative agent is minimizing a weighted
sum of two costs: one penalizes deviation of its velocity
from the mean velocity of the agent population, and the other
penalizes the control action. In this section, we compute
fixed points and identify phase transitions of this system of
equations as the problem parameters are varied. Rather than
solving the resulting constrained nonlinear eigenvalue prob-
lem 15 directly, we use an iterative algorithm to compute
steady state solutions of the MFG system.

We note that the coupling term F̂½f (ðx; tÞ evaluated at
any steady state density f1 is F̂½f1(ðxÞ ¼ ðx% lÞ2, where
l ¼

Ð
yf1ðyÞdy. Again using Cole-Hopf transformation /ðxÞ

¼ exp ð%vðxÞÞ on the HJB equation leads to a linear eigen-
value problem in /

c/ðxÞ ¼ L /½ (ðxÞ; (30)

where L½/( ¼ bðx% lÞ2/ðxÞ % aðxÞ@x/ðxÞ % r2

2 @xx/ðxÞ. We
solve Eq. (30) iteratively along with Eq. (14) to find zero
mean MFG steady states (f1; v1Þ for a range of r, keeping r
and a fixed (see Fig. 3). These solutions are stable (i.e.,
jjMjj < 1) for large r, implying that when control is expen-
sive, the agents use minimal control action. The resulting
steady state distribution is bi-modal due to dominance of the
self-propulsion force and dispersion via noise.

These zero mean solutions lose stability (i.e., jjMjj > 1)
via a supercritical bifurcation as r is reduced below a critical
value rsup. Equation (21) for moving eigenvalues of LFB has
a double zero root at r ¼ rsup, and a pair of purely imaginary
roots emerges as r is reduced below rsup. This implies that
the pair of symmetric eigenvalues of LFB closest to the imag-
inary axis reaches 0 at the critical parameter and then moves
up/down the imaginary axis. The stable non-zero mean MFG
steady state solutions on the supercritical branch are com-
puted by combining fixed point iteration in l with a continu-
ation step. This bifurcation provides a MFG interpretation to
the pitchfork bifurcation observed in the uncontrolled sys-
tem, i.e., cheaper control makes it economical to compensate
for noise. Hence, the agents apply larger control action to
flock together (and reduce the cost of deviation from the
population mean), resulting in symmetry breaking non-zero
mean solutions.

When noise strength r is fixed below a critical value,
the zero mean solution branch undergoes a subcritical
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bifurcation as control penalty r is further reduced, i.e., at r
¼ rsub < rsup (see Fig. 4). The corresponding non-zero mean
solutions were computed using bisection method. This bifur-
cation is not seen in the uncontrolled system. For instance,
when r¼0:5;a¼1:5, it results in creation of uni-modal sta-
ble zero mean solutions in the case of cheap control, r<rsub,
as compared to the bi-modal stable zero mean solution that
exists for expensive control, r>rsup. Hence, we conclude
that for r<rsub, the control is cheap enough to counteract the
intrinsic dynamics and make zero mean uni-modal solution
stable.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a MFG formulation for homogeneous
flocking of agents with gradient nonlinearity in their intrinsic
dynamics. We have employed tools from theory of reaction-
diffusion equations and exploited the low rank nature of the
nonlocal coupling term to study the linear stability of the
MFG equations. The explicit formulae for verifying the stabil-
ity of steady state solutions of the nonlocal forward-backward
MFG system require relatively simple numerical computation
of spectra of the local self-adjoint Fokker-Planck operators.
The MFG system shows rich nonlinear behavior, such as
supercritical and subcritical pitchfork bifurcations that result
in wide range of collective behaviors, some of which are not
present in the uncontrolled model.

Much of the analysis in the current work can be general-
ized to higher dimensional state space for homogeneous flock-
ing with self-propulsion, similar in spirit to the generalization14

of one-dimensional uncontrolled flocking model. Furthermore,
the abstract results presented in this work apply to models other
than homogeneous flocking, e.g., nonlocally coupled agents
with arbitrary first order gradient dynamics. Extension to non-
homogeneous flocking would be a natural next step; the result-
ing second-order dynamics could require more sophisticated

FIG. 3. The MFG system with r ¼ 0:5. (a) Zero mean MFG steady state
densities for a ¼ 0:5 (top) and a ¼ 1:5 (bottom) for various control penalty
values. (b) (Top) Eigenvalues of LFB

loc (o) and LFB (+) for a typical zero
mean case. The twin zero eigenvalues of LFB are omitted. The arrows indi-
cate the direction of motion of the “moving” eigenvalues of LFB as r is
reduced starting from r > rsupða; rÞ. Note that the assumption in Lemma
III.1 (i) is violated in this particular case due to the symmetric nature of
the self-propulsion term, and hence, only alternating eigenvalues are actu-
ally “moving.” The pair of eigenvalues of LFB closest to imaginary axis,
6d1, reaches 0 at r ¼ rsup and moves up/down the imaginary axis
for r < rsup. (Bottom) The l > 0 branch (solid) bifurcating from l¼ 0
solution (dashed) via a supercritical pitchfork bifurcation as r is reduced
below rsup. (c) Non-zero mean MFG steady state densities on the supercrit-
ical branch.

FIG. 4. The MFG system with r ¼ 0:5. (a) The norm of operator M for zero
mean steady state as control penalty is varied, for various a. (b). The bifurca-
tion diagram for a ¼ 1:5, showing supercritical and subcritical (inset) bifur-
cations. Only the l > 0 non-zero mean branches are shown. (c) Non-zero
mean MFG steady state densities on the subcritical branch for a ¼ 1:5.
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tools30 for stability analysis. Implementation of the MFG con-
trol laws in an engineered large population system requires the
control to be provided in a causal form. Algorithms that can
learn the MFG laws can be used to convert the control laws
obtained by solving the FP-HJB equations into an implement-
able form.31

The use of bifurcation and singularity theory to develop
bio-inspired control and decision making algorithms for
multi-agent systems has been explored recently.32–34 Our
work adds to the toolbox for systematic analysis of collective
behavior of non-cooperative dynamic agents via an inverse
modeling approach. The qualitative and quantitative insight
provided by the stability analysis can be exploited in mecha-
nism design, i.e., design of penalties or incentives to drive
the population to asymptotic states with desirable character-
istics. We believe that a systematic study of bifurcations in
MFG models can lead to progress in tackling the grand chal-
lenge of designing or manipulating collective behavior of a
large population of non-cooperative dynamic agents.
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